Mobile Service Van
Mobile Service Van is a multipurpose vehicle used for
maintenance and repair of construction and mining equipment
at site. It gives the beneﬁt of on-site repairs/maintenance
without wasting any time to bring the equipment or vehicles to
workshop. The Service van is fully equipped with oil dispensing
system, tools, small equipment and other utilities such as oil
pumps, grease pump, air compressor, grinding machine,
drilling machine, welding machine, washing pump, cutting set,
lights etc. As power is generated using a PTO driven hydraulic
generator it does not require any external electrical supply or
compressed air to run various service related tools and
equipment.

Optionals
GPS enabled remote management system.
Suitable vehicle as per customer requirement.
Multiple brands to choose.
Customisation as per requirement.

Salient Features
Innovative PTO Driven Hydraulic Generator which replaces
conventional diesel generator saving space, capital and
operational costs and felicitates cleans hazard free cabin.
Ergonomic open type cabin design for better ventilation, good
visibility and easy access for replenishing/ replacing entities.
Separate storage space for fresh and used lubricants, tools,
spares and ﬁlters.
Digital lube oil dispensing guns to keep record of usage.
Engraved tool trays for ease of operation and visual control.
Pneumatic line running across the cabin with 1 pneumatic pillar
each at 4 corners.
Collapsible jib and Floor rail with trolley for loading and movement
of assemblies/material within the van.
Working bench for small repairs.
Waste oil transfer and storage tanks.
Inbuilt water tank for storage of water with washing pump for
pressurised cleaning of equipment.
Modular magnetic base rechargeable LED lights for working at night.
Complete tooling and equipment of reputed International and
Indian brands.

Salient Features
PTO Driven Hydraulic Power Generator with Control Panel
Inverter based Welding Machine
34 Types of Tool sets, Gauges and Testers with engraved Tool Chest
Air Compressor with Pneumatic Line
Washing Pump with Gun and Hose
Oil and Grease Pumps with Retractable Reels and Digital Dispensing Guns
Collapsible Jib Crane with Chain Pulley Block and Floor Rail Trolley
Portable Drilling Machine with Magnetic Stand
Magnetic Base LED Flood Lights
Bench Vice
Grinding Machine
Tyre Inﬂation and Stowing System
Fire Extinguisher
Bottle Jack
Foldable Ladder
DieselTray
Oxygen and LPG Torches with Regulators and Hoses
Work Table, Almirah and Storage Space
Water Tank
Waste Oil Transfer Pump, Low Body Collection Tank and Storage Tank
Power Points
First Aid box
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